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Abstract. We have developed an application that helps users to tailor
a message to a particular audience. It uses a message resonance model
that rates the wording of a message based on an analysis of millions of
pieces of data with regard to their historical success in the context of
a target audience. We have shown that higher resonance messages are
twice as likely to be retweeted. Based on a semantic concept expansion
component, our application is able to find similar words that resonate
better in the same context and propose word replacements to improve
the overall likelihood of success.
For this demonstration, we are using Twitter messages and an audience of
Cloud Computing experts and enthusiasts. Links to the Web application
and supporting material are available from http://swc14.pablomendes.

com. The username is ‘reviewer2’ and the password is ‘gardacheluna’
(without quotes).

1 Pitch

Brand language [17] is a recognized critical part of marketing, and word choice
is an early lesson to anyone looking at writing [16]. The words we choose reveal
aspects of personality [4], and often the more complex word choice favored in
some work environments is not desired social media.

While the positive impact of high quality messaging is very difficult to quan-
tify (albeit widely acknowledged [6]), the negative impact of low quality mes-
saging is quite clear. From athletes losing hundreds of thousands of dollars in
scholarships [3], to celebrities losing their jobs over a social media misstep [5],
to a retailer unsuccessfully trying to be funny [9], there is a critical need for
systems that can help a company not just avoid pitfalls but present a better
message. This is especially true with large companies, as 2/3 of CMOs fear their
companies are unprepared for social media [15].

CMOs are divided on who should “own” social media (PR or Marketing)
[15], but there is a growing recognition that employees messaging about their
employer in social media is a reality [10] and if done correctly, employees can be
the best advocates for company brands [13]. While it is impractical to have a
company’s department overseeing each and every social media post created by
their workforce, it would be clearly beneficial if some level of coaching could be
provided.



We have created an application that, analogously to a grammar checker,
points out portions of a message that you may wish to reconsider before you
post. The Message Authoring Guidance (MAG) application is a cognitive
system that semantically analyzes language use from millions of pieces of content
to best position your messaging to resonate with an intended audience. Through
the use of MAG before publishing a message, business professionals and content
curators can best position their messaging to resonate with a specific audience
through validation against millions of pieces of content.

MAG relies on two main components: Message Resonance and Concept Ex-
pansion. The Message Resonance (MR) component analyzes words based on
their historic performance in social media and rates words in a message according
to a score that is built on three aspects of message diffusion - volume, prevalence,
and sustain. When the message being composed has one or more words with low
resonance score, the user can request replacement words to try to identify other
wording that resonates better. TheConcept Expansion (CE) contextual learn-
ing service takes example terms of a desired concept (a “seed” list) and identifies
other terms like it to expand your terminology set. This expansion can happen
automatically or semi-automatically, based on an ontology and a set of semantic
relatedness models, and improves over time with user interaction.

2 Technical Description

Consider the following user story (illustrated in Figure 1). A company employee
is writing a social media post (e.g. tweet): “Watch: The addition of @SoftLayer
into the IBM portfolio of has added a robust capability around cloud computing.”
They would like to maximize the reach and impact of this message, so it is
important to choose the words that will “resonate” with an audience – i.e. be well
understood and that will pick their audience’s attention. The app will highlight
words from the user’s message that have been found to perform well/poorly with
a given audience. In this example, words in orange (‘robust’ and ‘addition’) show
poor results. Scores are colored lowest to highest in the following order orange,
blue, green, and purple (the app includes a legend). The user can select a word
or phrase (e.g. ‘robust’) and request suggestions of alternative words/phrases
that would likely improve that message’s success. The app will suggest related
or nearly equivalent words (e.g. ‘sturdy’, ‘vigorous’, ‘strong’, etc.), along with
the calculated historical performance for each word. Words that are better “fits”
for the message and have higher resonance scores will be shown closer to the top
in the list of suggestions. The app is based on cognitive systems that “learn”
with user interaction and improve their suggestions over time. As the user selects
‘strong’, the system stores user feedback. This feedback will be used next time
the system semantically expands a concept. Our application has the following
components:

App: A Message Authoring Guidance app lets users type a message in a text
box, shows dialogs with candidate term replacements, allows modifications
to the message and notifies the server of user choices.



MR: A Message Resonance service calculates the resonance of words given an
audience.

KG: A Knowledge Graph containing ontologies, thesauri and lexicons that are
used to obtain equivalent and related terms to suggest as replacements to
the user. The KG also stores feedback collected from the user in order to
allow continuous evolution of the suggested terms.

CE: A Concept Expansion service finds semantically related terms, to expand
the suggestions offered by the KG.

CXR: A Contextual Replacements service ranks synonyms, related terms and
conceptually related phrases based on their semantic “fitness” in context –
i.e. for a given user, audience and intended message.

The following subsections provide more details on each of the components.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the message authoring guidance. Users type a message, words
are analyzed for resonance (different word colors), get suggestions from ontology for
replacement (1), user interaction is captured (2), vocabulary is expanded based on
semantic context (3), expanded suggestions are evaluated (4) and suggestions are con-
tinuously improved (5).

2.1 Message Authoring Guidance User Interaction

Implemented as a simple Twitter posting client (see Figure 1), the application
allows a user to type a proposed tweet (given a target audience), and get a real-
time estimate of how well it will resonate. The design of the user interface (UI)
was guided by 3 main themes established by the iOS Human Interface Guidelines



[7] (a) deference: the user interface helps the user to understand and interact
with the content, but never competes with it; (b) clarity: text is legible at every
size, icons are precise and lucid, adornments are subtle and appropriate, and a
sharpened focus on functionality motivates the design; (c) depth: visual layers
and realistic motion impart vitality and heighten users delight and understand-
ing.

More specifically we wanted the user interface to: (i) provide immediate feed-
back on the effectiveness of a tweet while composing it; (ii) provide scores for
individual words; (iii) present the user with a list of synonyms with higher scores
to replace a word with a low score. To achieve the first objective the UI makes
use of color to show the score for each word as well as for the overall tweet to
provide the user with an immediate understanding of the effectiveness of each
word in the tweet. Additionally the overall score for the tweet is shown in nu-
merical representation, as is the number of characters remaining from the 140
character limit for a tweet. Tapping a word twice highlights the word and pro-
vides the detailed score for the selected word. If synonyms are available they are
presented in a context menu layered above or beyond the selected word. Tapping
one of the synonyms replaces the selected word with the selected synonym. We
chose to use a context menu due to it being a familiar interaction pattern for text
manipulation on the iOS platform. Figure 1 demonstrates message composition
using the above outlined techniques.

2.2 Message Resonance

Message Resonance is a service that analyzes the popularity of a given word
measured against a collection of social media content for a topic or audience of
interest that is defined by potentially millions of tweets and blogs. The Message
Resonance service teaches the potential of content optimized to cause a large and
sustained discussion by returning scores that indicate the content resonance. By
using this ranking system, it is possible to recommend more resonant content
to use when crafting messages targeted at specific audiences and interatively
refining the content before publication.

We have evaluated the impact of wording on the propagation of a message
throughout its intended audience on Twitter, and shown that a retweet predic-
tor that includes ‘wording’ features improves by .07 F1 points over a classifier
that includes only social and Twitter-metadata features to achieve 0.82 F1 [12].
Moreover, in an evaluation with 1 million random draws of pairs of Twitter mes-
sages, we found that tweets with higher resonance score are twice as likely to be
more successful.

2.3 Concept Expansion

Concept Expansion is a learn-by-example service that uses representative con-
cept samples that you provide and finds related concepts by their use in similar
contexts. The Concept Expansion service employs an interactive human-machine
partnership to guide the concept expansion from the suggested “seed list” using



an efficient speed pattern matching algorithm - enabling rapid development of
rich entity dictionaries. The algorithm has been shown to perform very well in
medical data [2]. The current implementation has generalized, extended, and
improved the performance of the earlier algorithm.

The CE service is well suited for expanding a wide variety of entity categories
and is ideal in cases where the unstructured source text is not well formed
language (e.g., social media data, professional progress notes, email, helpdesk
reports, and other less formal communications). It can create concepts out of
user-provided seeds, instances of entity types defined in an ontology such as
DBpedia [8], a thesaurus such as WordNet [14], or sentiment lexicons such as
[18]. We have shown that the expansions provided by this service increase the
coverage and accuracy of algorithms that rely on these sources for tasks such as
Concept Based Sentiment Analysis [1].

2.4 Knowledge Model

All of the data used in the system is kept in a knowledge base that we call
the Message Authoring Guidance Knowledge Graph (MAG-KG). The MAG-
KG stores Linked Open Data, ontologies, thesauri, and semantic lexicons that
provide semantic context and candidate replacements for the app. Terms and
concepts are stored along with their alternative surface forms and topic signa-
tures [11], as well as their distributional contexts [2].

This enriched collection of ontologies and other semantic assets enables us to
answer questions of the type: what is the concept most related to “Cloud Com-
puting”, or what are the most similar words to ‘strong’, or what are the words or
concepts that best fit “has added a () capability around cloud computing.” by
substituting the placeholder “()”. The MAG-KG also stores and enables us to
leverage feedback obtained from users to suggest one’s preferred replacements,
or even to tune the algorithms to suggest replacements that are globally more
successful.

3 Conclusion

We have presented a message authoring guidance application for social media.
The application may best be thought of as a “grammar checker” that is of-
ten right, but still consults a human to make the decisions on best phrasing.
Suggested replacements are derived from an ontology and a number of seman-
tic relatedness models. Words are then evaluated for their resonance within a
community, and presented to the user for confirmation. User feedback is stored
and used to continuously evolve the suggestions offered by the system. Links
to the live demo and supporting material are available from http://swc14.

pablomendes.com/. The username for access is ‘reviewer2’ and the password is
‘gardacheluna’ (without quotes, pun intended).



Appendix: Evaluation Requirements

Our application meets at least the following requirements, minimal criteria and
desirable features of the Semantic Web Challenge:

– Commercial value and Novelty. Marketing campaigns can easily run to
several millions of dollars, especially if coordinated across several media.
Poorly worded campaigns run the risk of coming across negatively, especially
to niche audiences. An appropriately worded message means that the money
invested in marketing will get better use, and help prevent inadvertently
damaging remarks. To our knowledge, we are the first to analyze message
effectiveness and propose semantically similar words to help users improve
the analyzed message.

– User base. As corporate leaders are becoming more active on behalf of
their companies, message resonance systems are a tool to help “coach” those
new to the medium to more quickly find their voice and become effective
advocates for their brands and companies. Thus the user base of a message
resonance tool is potentially the entire workforce of a modern company.

– Usefulness. Marketing campaigns are not just for products; some of the
best campaigns are ones which help non-profits reach out to a new set of
potential donors, making them aware of an issue or need in their community
and connecting with them to make a difference.

– Semantic Web Technologies. The entity sets, entity types and relation-
ships between entities allow us to derive semantic models that are used to
suggest related terms to users. Moreover, from semantically annotated text
corpora, we are able to derive models that analyze how well each concept
“fits” in a given message.

– Heterogeneity. Our app relies on a wide variety of datasets, including
Twitter data, rule-based definitions of audiences, user-captured data, on-
tologies, thesauri and semantic lexicons as well as other test corpora. All of
this information is stored in our Knowledge Graph and used by our algo-
rithms to enhance message authoring guidance.

– Scalability. The application uses a corpus with millions of posts that is
quickly growing from a stream. In order to efficiently process the information,
we implemented our data processing algorithms on Apache Spark [19] for
distributed processing.

– Evaluations. We have shown that a retweet predictor that includes ‘word-
ing’ features improves by .07 F1 points over a classifier that includes only
social and Twitter-metadata[12]. Moreover, we found from 1 million random
draws, that tweets with higher resonance score are twice as likely to be more
successful.

– Contextual. Our application performs contextual processing of informa-
tion according to three contexts: Audience Context, Temporal Context and
Semantic Context. First, the audience of a message defines the context for
resonance. Since the MR component finds phrases that resonate in the con-
text of a particular community, the same phrase will have different resonance



scores if the community context is switched. Second, since the corpus is con-
tinuously updated, the same phrase may have different resonance scores in
two different time windows. Third, the CE component finds semantically
similar concepts based on the contexts in which they are mentioned within
a corpus. Moreover, it is not enough that the concepts are similar, a replace-
ment must also make sense in the context of the message being written.
Therefore, the Message Authoring Guidance app takes suggestions that res-
onate well and rate them with regard to how well they fit the context of a
particular message.

– Dynamicity and Real World Data. The app uses a corpus that is contin-
uously updated from a stream of social media posts (e.g. Twitter). As new
posts become available, there is a renewed opportunity for expanding the
ontology and adapting its vocabulary to what is more commonly used by an
audience. Moreover, as users interact with the system and select their pre-
ferred replacements, a feedback call is made to the server to keep ‘teaching’
the system about which replacements are preferred over others.

– Usability The design of the user interface (UI) was guided by 3 main themes
established by the iOS Human Interface Guidelines: deference, clarity and
depth [7]. It was designed to be as simple as possible, functioning analogously
to a grammar checker, but learning with every user interaction.

– Flexibility and Accessibility The application is available through a
Web interface tested for desktops and laptops, responds to touch actions
for tablets and also includes an iOS client optimized for the iPhone (not
demonstrated here). The MR and CE components are available as Web ser-
vices, and can be easily reused in other applications. Both services have
minimum reliance on Natural Language Processing technology (only tok-
enization), which makes them easily adaptable to other languages.
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